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Summary
Although long-distance movement of endogenous
mRNAs in plants is well established, the functional
contributions of these transported RNA molecules has
remained unclear. In a recent report, Kim et al.(1) showed
that systemically transported mRNA is capable of caus-
ing phenotypic change in developing tissue. Here, this
finding and its significance are reviewed and discussed
in detail. In addition, in order to give proper perspective,
long-distance transport of other types of RNAs, e.g., RNA
elicitors of post-transcriptional gene silencing and RNA
genomes of plant viruses, and its possible regulation
are discussed. BioEssays 23:1087±1090, 2001.
ß 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Background

Traditionally, RNA molecules are thought to function within

the same cell in which they are generated. Recent evidence,

however, indicates that, in addition to this conventional role,

RNA also acts as a non-cell-autonomous signal molecule that

travels intercellularly to regulate gene expression in remote

target tissues. In plants, three general types of RNA molecules

are known to travel long distances: cellular mRNA, RNA

elicitors of post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS), and

RNA genomes of invading viruses (reviewed in Refs. 2±7)

(Fig. 1). Among these systemically transported RNAs, the

biological relevance of intercellular transport of endogenous

mRNA is the most controversial. A maize homeodomain

protein Knotted1 (KN1), for example, has been shown to bind

to its own mRNA, and transport it from cell to cell within the

meristem.(8) While KN1-mediated transport of the KN1 mRNA

occurs only locally, between specific cell layers, other cellular

mRNAs can be transported systemically through the plant

vascular system. For example, mRNA for the leaf sucrose

transporter SUT1 is transcribed in the companion cells and

is then translocated into the adjacent sieve elements to be

distributed systemically via the phloem.(9) In fact, RT-PCR

analysis of pumpkin phloem sap showed that more than 100

different mRNA species exist in phloem.(10) Some phloem

transcripts, such as potato SUT1 mRNA(9) or rice thioredoxin-

h mRNA,(11) are likely transported throughout the entire plant.

Other mRNAs within the phloem, however, may be targeted,

by as yet unknown mechanisms, to specific tissues. One such

transcript, CmNACP mRNA, is transported to the shoot apex,

suggesting a role of systemic mRNA transport in remote-

controlled gene expression in meristem.(10) Identification of

mRNA species that move between cells suggested the pos-

sibility that endogenous mRNAs serve as long distance,

systemic signals for plant development and morphogenesis.

However, none of these studies had clearly established that

the transported mRNA actually functioned to control gene

expression in the target tissues. Indeed, no experimental

system had existed, in which obvious phenotypic changes

occur in the target tissues in the presence of the known

systemically translocated transcript. Such a system has now

been reported by Kim et al.(1)

Systemic transport of the PFP-LeT6 transcript

induces changes in tomato leaf shape

Kim et al.(1) took advantage of two different tomato lines,

Xa plants carrying the semidominant Xanthophyllic mutation

that causes yellow leaves with wild-type morphology, and Me

plants carrying a dominant Mouse ears mutation that causes

leaves with extra orders of compounding. The Me mutation

is caused by a gene fusion, termed PFP-LeT6, between

PYROPHOSPHATE-DEPENDENT PHOSPHOFRUCTOKI-

NASE (PFP) and a tomato KN1-like homeobox gene LeT6.(12)

The authors used these plants in grafting experiments similar

to those previously employed to demonstrate systemic sig-

naling in PTGS.(13) Specifically, it was shown that grafting Xa

scions onto Me stocks caused distinct phenotypic changes

in leaf morphology, resulting in extra orders of compounding.

Examination of the heterografted shoot apex under a scan-

ning electron microscope revealed that alterations in the leaf

morphology occurred already early in the leaf development.

These results indicated that the phenotypic effect in the Xa

scion may be due to a signal substance that had originated
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from the Me stock. In reciprocal experiments, grafting Me

scions onto Xa stocks did not alter the phenotype of these Me

scions, suggesting that the change-inducing substance can

travel only in the source-to-sink direction, i.e., from older to

younger leaves, probably with the flow of photoassimilates.

Similar unidirectional transport has been described for the

systemic movement of PTGS elicitors and plant viruses

(reviewed in Refs. 14,15).

The best candidates for this systemically transported signal

are either PFP-LeT6 mRNA itself, which is generated in Me

tissues, or its protein product, which is directly responsible for

the Me phenotype. Supporting the first possibility, the authors

showed that, when Xa scions are grafted onto Me stocks, the

PFP-LeT6 chimeric transcripts are found in the Xa scions,

indicating that this mRNA is graft-transmissible. Employing in

situ RT-PCR, the authors also demonstrated that, in Xa scions

grafted on Me stocks as well as in non-grafted Me plants,

the PFP-LeT6 fusion transcript was located in periphery of

shoot apical meristem and tips of developing leaf and leaflet

primordia. Importantly, in Me plants and in the heterografted

Xa scions, the expression pattern of the PFP promoter-driven

fusion transcripts was different from that of the PFP mRNA but

resembled that of the LeT6 mRNA in the wild-type (and Xa)

plants, suggesting that the distribution of the PFP-LeT6

transcripts is likely controlled by their long-distance transport

rather than by the promoter activity. Finally, the PFP-LeT6

transcripts were detected in the phloem but not xylem ele-

ments of the plant vasculature, directly confirming the role of

the phloem as a conduit for the systemic movement of these

chimeric RNA molecules. However, because both PFP and

LeT6 transcripts were found in Xa plants, albeit in small

amounts, within the phloem, it was impossible to conclude

which of these components of the fusion transcript is res-

ponsible for its systemic transport capacity.

Overall, this paper confirmed that plant cellular mRNA

can be transported systemically, and, for the first time, clearly

showed that this transport can function to control morpho-

logical development. However, several aspects of the PFP-

LeT6 mRNA transport and its biological effects still elude

our understanding. For example, is the movement of the PFP-

LeT6 mRNA solely responsible for the phenotypic changes

observed in this study? Or does its protein product, similarly to

several transcription factors known to move between plant

cells and control tissue development,(8,16,17) also move into

Xa scions out of Me stocks? In addition, in wild-type plants,

do the sink leaves produce the LeT6 and/or PFP mRNAs

Figure 1. Three major types of systemic RNA transports in plants. RNA transport during viral infection and PTGS initiates with the
insertion of foreign genetic material, i.e., virus inoculation or introduction of the transgene, respectively. RNA molecules, e.g., newly

replicated viral genomes and PTGS elicitors, derived from this genetic material are then transported locally and/or systemically.

Whereas viral RNAs must first travel cell-to-cell to reach vasculature, PTGS RNA signals and endogenous transported RNAs may
originate directly in the phloem, circumventing the cell-to-cell movement step. For example, cell-to-cell movement of PTGS signals is not

essential for development of PTGS.(20) All three types of RNA then enter the sieve elements of the vasculature and spread systemically,

most likely in the source-to-sink direction. Finally, the signal molecules exit the vasculature in most tissues (viral RNAs and PTGS

signals) or target to specific tissues by an as yet unknown mechanism (e.g., PFP-LeT6 and CmNACP mRNAs).
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themselves; if they do, what is the biological rationale for the

systemic transport of these messages into these tissues?

Systemic RNA transport and its regulation

during PTGS and viral infection

While the study by Kim et al.(1) illustrates the functional

importance of long-distance mRNA movement, several funda-

mental questions about this process remain unanswered.

Specifically, it is still unknown (i) whether the RNA molecules

travel between cells alone or in complex with transport

proteins, and (ii) how this RNA transport, with its far reaching

biological effects, is regulated. Insights into these aspects

of mRNA transport come from our knowledge of transport

of two other types of RNA: PTGS elicitors and plant viral

genomes (illustrated in Fig. 1).

PTGS is thought to occur following production of antisense

RNA(18) which pairs with the mRNA of the transgene, causing

degradation of the resulting double-stranded (ds) RNA by

cellular dsRNA-specific Rnases.(19) Thus, small antisense

and/or dsRNA molecules found in the phloem of gene-silenced

plants have been proposed to serve as PTGS elicitors.(18)

An important feature of PTGS is that it is not cell autonomous

and, once initiated, spreads systemically throughout most

parts of the plant.(13,20) Similar to the systemic transport of

the PFP-LeT6 mRNA, systemic transport of PTGS signals

was inferred from the observations that silenced tobacco

stocks induced PTGS in scions expressing the corresponding

transgene.(13)

Another major type of RNA molecule systemically trans-

ported within plants is the genomes of the invading viruses.

Systemic movement of the best-studied plant viruses, tobacco

mosaic virus (TMV),(21) is aided by the viral movement protein

(MP) and coat protein (CP) (reviewed in Refs. 2,7,22,23).

The absolute requirement for these proteins, which associ-

ate with the TMV genome,(24,25) suggests that viral RNA

travels between cells as a nucleoprotein complex. In fact, in

most known cases, RNA molecules move between and within

cells as nucleic acid±protein complexes.(26) It is, therefore,

natural to assume that plants possess proteins, similar in

function to the viral MP and/or CP, that bind to the endogenous

RNA and mediate its transport. Indeed, a plant RNA-binding

protein, CmPp16, has been identified in pumpkin sap and

proposed to function as a paralog of viral MP, assisting RNA

translocation between companion cells and sieve elements

of the phloem.(27)

Systemic transport of biologically active RNA molecules is

unlikely to occur indiscriminately; thus, a mechanism should

exist to control this process. The studies showing that systemic

but not local movement of tobamoviruses in tobacco plants is

specifically inhibited by low, non-toxic concentrations of heavy

metal cadmium(28,29) suggest that such control may be exerted

by cellular factors induced by this treatment. Recently, one

such factor, a cadmium-induced glycine-rich protein, desig-

nated cdiGRP (accession number AY034091), has been

identified in tobacco and shown to inhibit tobamoviral syste-

mic movement when expressed constitutively in transgenic

plants (S.U. and V.C., unpublished). Furthermore, non-toxic

levels of cadmium also inhibited the systemic onset of

PTGS,(30) suggesting that PTGS elicitors and tobamoviruses

share common regulatory steps in their systemic transport

pathways.

Systemic transport of PTGS elicitors and several plant

viruses, such as cucumber mosaic virus (CMV), differs from

systemic transport of cellular transcripts, such as PFP-LeT6(1)

and CmNACP mRNAs,(10) in that the former occurs through-

out most of the plant, but often does not reach the very young

meristematic tissues,(31) while the latter is specifically targe-

ted to the meristems.(1,10) Thus, plants may have evolved

a communication ``fire wall'' around their meristems, which

protects these developmentally important tissues from viral

infection and PTGS, yet remains permeable for specific

endogenous mRNAs.
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